
 

 

 

 
 
 

Transervice “Meets the Press” 
 
 

 
Transervice’s Dedicated Contract Maintenance program has been particularly successful to the 
Newspaper Industry, as Transervice has the ability to effectively manage technician staff and 
maximize vehicle uptime for a 365 day news endeavor. Without working trucks, the newspaper 
industry would fail in its core business mission to deliver worthy news on a timely basis.  
 
As Transervice guarantees consistency and reliability, as well as a seamless transition, there is little 
to be concerned about. 
 
It is on this basis that Transervice initially earned and continues to serve 
this highly regarded major and nationally known newspaper company 
under a Dedicated Fleet Maintenance contract. This particular fleet 
consists of 33 line haul tractors, 63 straight trucks, three yard tractors, 
94 trailers, one mobile fuel truck and three local delivery vans. This 
significant fleet, of a total of 197 units, is effectively maintained by a 
team of dedicated and certified technicians that are also CDL qualified 
for that extra comfort level.  
 
Over the past three years, Transervice has played a major role on this 
client’s premises. By significantly improving PM service schedules, successfully planning and 
creating some major changes in the area of tire specifications and purchasing, as well as, 
implementing an instrumental electronic maintenance and record keeping system, this Newspaper 
client’s operations are soaring and proudly delivers its news worthy media on time. 
 

In summary, the fleet size was reduced by 26 units 
(13%) and manpower by four technicians (40%), 
thus resulting in a substantially reduced cost to our 
customer over each of the past three years. Still, the 
customer has successfully managed to maintain one 
of the highest levels of service in an operation that 
delivers newspapers today, 365 days of the year.  
 
Getting it right and making sure that both the 
customer and Transervice are on the same page has 
been imperative to our successful relationship and 
partnership. In the end, we both succeed at what we 
do best - timely news delivery and transportation. 
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